Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- Jordan, Russia, Portugal & President's Offices -

Homework for President's Offices
28 august 2008

President's Offices,
I only have EQ, No IQ.
Let me tell you something about my relationship with Gods & Goddesses first.
'Some individuals have a life build on 1 hugh set of line'.
Meaning:
They can not stop the life they have, not move to another country to start a complete new lifestyle.
Expats or refugees 'move to start all over'.
I can't move....but my ingredients are Me, Myself & I.
Love trinity.
Occasionally, I have to pass an exam in front of the meeting of Gods & Goddesses.
25 augustus 2008 was one of those mornings.
What did it bring Me?
A piece of movement, I can't arrange for Myself.
Of course, I'd like to pack my suitcase, get in a plain...and start all over again...
I Love flying, but have been under homearrest for about 10 years now.
How do G & G give Myself movements?
They take away one part of my spirits, during the exam. Make Me aware of another part thats hidden
inside trinity. Often the mixture facts & emotions in body & soul. Than give me an 'over-view'.
You may compare 'over-view with voice-over'. I - the part who does ALL the work - is upgraded.
I am not afraid of EQ-pain, so the upgrade itself is usually 'painless'. Memories are very painful!
For example: when a mother wants her teenage daugther to die, this influences the growthproces of
hormons of that child = unbalance will always be there...and I have to learn to work with it. So, I do.
This results in a strong self-consious, self-esteem, self-defence with EQ.
When people 'don't want to rescue Me from hel, but rather use Me for their personal popularity &
maoney-makers-system'...Or, enjoy to watch Myself struggle for life... G & G give me an 'over-view on
Earth'. Math with EQ-moods start. Reading, listening, observing, build sets of lines...and predict the
future....
I have a special thinking-pattern. I can always answer 1 specific question:'How do I look back on Myself
in 10 years from now'. I can find the answer within 1 month. Than I make decisions.
Start to become 'a Loonatic on Earth'. EQ-movement.
Why do you need to know this?
NL is a war-builder, Me, Myself & I are not....
Whoever tries to hurt Me, will never get away with it. G & G look into it.
I can sit on the sofa and 'Watch God work'.
'Thank you Joyce Meyer for showing Me this skill so clear-minded...
You gave words to 1 of the EQ-moods inside Myself, I did not implement enough in those days.
Today I send this EQ to Jordan, Russia & Portugal for some dirty-EQ-jobs in politics.
Nóóóóó.... I am not going to give this skill to Paul mcCartney, he's lazy enough...'.
Yesterday 'I sat on the sofa the whole day', not feeling quilty about it.
Today, I feel the new task for I - inside my body - much stronger.
I... needs a new life, new opportunities, new clear minds. NEW PEOPLE, with some EQ please...
Thanks to the upgrade I know that I am strong enough to do some of the cleaning tasks of G & G on
Earth.... Next exam!? Have NO idea.

Lets clean up Earth
● Jordan & Portugal. The website of Russia is more reliable than the sites of the media. GOOD.
You and other countries have to build domestic truth on your websites too.
'Simple people don't want the manipulations & lies of the media anymore'.
Farmers...and...I, we never get a moment of truth in the media, that bans hel out of our lives.
While the whole World needs our deep-linked truth!
And please, make other Presidents' offices publish extensive domestic truth too.
My emails do not always arrive on the other side of the World. I need you to help me here.
●

Can you make other Presidents respond to my letter of 8 august 2008, send to you?
I need your emails or letters on the desk of the ICC-judge. Before its too late!
You have to clean up NL before you can clean up the rest of the World.

●

I can only show you 'how you can clean up NL and 'help Me survive murder-attempts on my life'.

●

Close down the websites of NL-parliament in your country. Keep open: www.overheid.nl
Close websites of NL-political parties.
At least 'untill your people understand which message you will get through'= NL wants war.
When NL works from the truth about my ICC-lawcase, you may open those sites again.

●

NGOs & AVOs in my life against Me, Myself & I.
Jordan, I understand that you don't want to be coöperative anymore with Church-linked NGOs
who do not work from Legal truth. GOOD. But you have also noticed that 'Geert Wilders wants
Jordan to be punished for this approach'. WRONG.
Human Right Watch & Amnesty Internaitonal lie about my ICC-case; NL politicians hide behind
HRW & AI. This has to stop!
Every minute invested in hatred-distibution of HRW, AI & NL-politics causes a delay in the
implementation of Fair trade & Eko. We are running out of time!
I strongly believe that governments should NOT work with HRW & AI anymore. Or, make very
clear to the people 'that these NGOs cause war too, with manipulations'.
I also feel that Church-linked NGOs - who prefer to close deals with dictators, like the NL-church
does - have to be boycotted. Behind screenes the NL-church is building 'a violent group of
friends, selected from politics & church-members'. Even disabled people in NL complain:
'NL-parliament donates money to churches for renovations of churchbuildings, but we don't get
money for our needs'. I use this example more often, because it says it all.
You can read for yourself on my site that the Vatican is informed about my ICC-case. What do
they do? They ban Me... and start to build an aggresive church in NL.
Gods & Goddesses had given me the assignment 'to upgrade the Vatican', 2 years ago.
I run away from church now, with a new assignment in my brains: 'Smoke out the Vatican'.
I am making progress = President of Iran recognises my ICC-case....
But its very painful in my individual memories!
I have never been a 'Church-member, but I am a good-hearted individual for Everyone'.
Read carefully here! I said Everyone, NOT Everybody.
I am good for ALL spirits, as long as they are good for Me, Myself & I.
I don't have to have Myself killed voluntarily.
Watch God Work.....
Stop NGOs when they cause war!

●

AVOs
You may arrest Rob de Wijk from my Clingendael-letter now, when he enters your
souvereignity....
Put him - and ALL his colleagues within Clingendael, TNO & HCSS under suspicion of crimes
against humanity - under homearrest / hotelarrest when they enter your domain.
An 'Eye for an Eye, a Tooth for a Tooth', is granted here.
Stick to this rule, untill the day NL-AVOs start to explain truth about my ICC-lawcase to
'simple people'. War is war and Love is Love.
I did do my homework at the work-meeting of Gods & Goddesses last night.
You have to move carefull here. Whenever NL-AVOs inform you about politics, they lie... only to
pretect themselves.
Your answer has to be:'When you isolate us from your truth for peace, we isolate you too'.
Foreigners: 'If you do your EQ- job good, 'Watch God Work will take it over from you'.'

(Rob de Wijk fucked Myself in the Galaxy, misused Me for his Ego... but this doesn't mean that I have to have
Myself killed by his manipulations and those of his LOW-EQ-collegeagues...)

●

NoLandmines.UK and similar org.
Russia, you have dropped bombs on Georgia. Clean up after yourself!
Its about time you start to develop 'self-cleaning bombs'. I can....'No crosswords'...
Tja...
A NGO like NoLandmines has to come to some serious New decisions for their Core-business.
New agreements with local people they want to rescue, too.
'Simple people will not take it anymore when NGOs collaborate with the EU, UN & NATO in
corruption, which cause wars'.
The whole mentality of NGOs is sickmaking in itself and has to be removed from the market.
'Celebrities cause Wars, together with parliaments'.
NGOs use VIPs for Fundraisings, while those Celebs themselves plunder Earth for their lifestyle.
Media Loves it. A battle between parliament & 'normal VIPs'.
Simple people feel that UN, EU or NATO do not protect them at their own soil. NGOs are
connections between actors, hopefully bringing some 'Goods & Services for the Future'...
Lets hope a lot....
Another example: Oxfam in USA
Oxfam wants to invest money & education in local poor people in African-countries.
They help local farmers grow food, buy it from them for distibution in regions where people die of
hunger, help farmers sell it on the local market. Result: less powerty, less hunger.
But...USA-administration does not want to participate in this hughe-healty-effective system to
remove poverty from Earth. Oxfam sould go to USA-court, for a verdict of a judge.
But...they don't.... They also want to stay friends with the wrong politcians. Cowards.
When NGOs do not go to court to remove MISCONDUCT from planet Earth, poverty & hunger will
increase. Especially next to Internaitonal Courts of Law, located in NL.... only founded for
'dictator-games amongst politicians'.
'Simple people are not that stupid anymore; the Web brings them New education'....
NGOs still don't want to ackowledge Me as a highly important actor on Earth for Worldpeace.
Thus: close NGOs.

●

VIPs
VIPs in NL are VITs.
I Love that definition of the Chinese!
Very Important Trouble-makers.....

●

Sóóóóóó.....Gods & Goddesses gave Me, Myself & I .... Paul mcCartney.
We are both strong spirits!
He's such a bastard, having a power-struggle with my spirits! Waste my Good powers for Love.
I have to try to be fair here. He listenes to my rhythm, and tries to implement it. SLOWLY....
But he is reluctant in 'normal talks'.
But...because he's part of War-corruption - and UN & EU Standards for Living have changed
overnight - he can't run away any longer.
Gods & Goddesses have given him a beautiful assignment , which he can't value ...yet...
His spiritual-male-EQ is civilized enough to create movement on Earth between War and Love.
His body & soul still have to get used to the emotion War into Love for ALL of Us.
His definitions for War & Love are not categorized conclusively. Can't build set of lines on it.
'VIPs- extravagance still defines his spoilt-rotten-attitude towards war-victums'.
He looks down on war-victums, just like ALL other Celebrities do.
While he should set a good example in the world of Celebrities
= Love war-victums as intelligent human beings and 'level relationships with them'.
= Undo everything thats not Fair trade & Eko, for as far as techonology & means go in 2008.
= Educate Young adults on his New Talents & Tools
Celebrities do NOT have the right to cause war, with their greedy lifestyle!
We are running out of raw materials: 'Money won't buy them Love'.
Jordan is specialized in this:'Money can't buy them Water for Love'.

●

How to respond to VIPs who contribute to War instead of Love?
In general:
When NGOs work with NLFs they don't need VIPs anymore, because Simple people grow in
intelligent...and will be strong enough to take care of their 1-persons-toko'.
Paul mcCartney?
No invitations for concerts, unless he proves that he has moved on to NLF
No sunny beaches for relaxed days with ALL his Goddesses.
He may take ALL his Kids to the beach for NLF-talks. Kids only...
○

Believe it ot not...
He even has to learn 'to Love a Woman'.

○

G & G have given him authority for Future-planning...
He'd better take it up

Heather Mills?
She comes with the package....
I programmed her, so she won't cause extra danger on the field with ALL her Bubbles.
○

She may have
5 xl Fantasy-bubbles
5 xl Life-bubbles
1 Middle-sized-bubble in which she Loves Paul for giving her a daugther
1 Growing-bubble for EQ = her hormons don't produce enough pain-killers inside her body.
Result = too many bubbles
She has to pay her bill in advance, because she can't comprehend the definition: EQ-security.

Why do we have to make a choice in favour of Future-planning?
People refuse to think about EQ-security!
Want to leave implementation of security in the hands of politics.
Impossible. They will be punished for laziness. With 'Wars for Food'.
EQ-security provides in enough food for 6.5 billion individuals. Stops wars!
Do people stop fighting as soon as Love rules the Earth?
Nóóóóóo, they won't.
Paul & I are fighting.....'Do your homework Paul'.

Have a nice day ful of determination,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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